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CHAPTER 10

The Fool and the Wise Man: The Legacy 
of the Two Merlins in Modern Culture

Natalia I. Petrovskaia

Wit, an’t be thy will, put me into good fooling!
Those wits, that think they have thee, do very oft
prove fools; and I, that am sure I lack thee, may
pass for a wise man: for what says Quinapalus?

‘Better a witty fool, than a foolish wit.’
William Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, Act I Scene 1.

Inputting the search parameter “Merlin” into a major search engine 
today yields in the region of 115,000,000 results.1 The sheer numbers, 
as well as the use of the name “Merlin” as a trademark by various com-
panies, a charity, as well as in film and TV productions, and even as 
an Office assistant in Microsoft Office, demonstrate how familiar a fea-
ture of modern culture Merlin has become.2 Merlin’s appearances in 
modern film and literature are almost too many to enumerate.3 Merlin 
is the title of a recent British TV series, first broadcast in 2008, and 
is the eponymous hero of the French mini-series Merlin l’enchanteur, 
which aired in 2012. He features in the Hollywood film King Arthur 
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(2004), The Last Legion (2007), The Sorcerer’s Apprentice (2010), 
the French sitcom Kaamelott (2005–2009), and the 2011 TV mini-
series Camelot. Merlin also makes an appearance in the Stargate: SG-1 
(1997–2007) and Stargate: Atlantis (2004–2009) series, and the third 
Shrek film, (2007), he is mentioned in Babylon 5’s Season 3 episode 
“Of Light and Dark (1996)”, and is also arguably Tim in Monty Python 
and the Holy Grail. In modern literature, he appears in Mark Twain’s 
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court, is a main protagonist in 
Mary Stewart’s Arthurian novels, lives backwards in T.H. White’s The 
Once and Future King, is recast as Gandalf in J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord 
of the Rings and as Dumbledore in J.k. Rowling’s Harry Potter novels 
(although Rowling also mentions Merlin by name).4 He is mentioned 
in Sergei Lukyanenko’s Night Watch series.5

Studies of modern incarnations of Arthurian characters, including 
Merlin, have been growing in number. Over the past few decades, schol-
ars increasingly have been able to “turn their attention away from the 
elite literature and art of the nineteenth and twentieth century toward 
genres of popular and even mass culture.”6 The slowness of this process 
and the reluctance to engage with what is perceived as the low-brow 
genres of television series and mass-market paperbacks is all the more 
surprising, considering that the common complaint of medievalists is the 
lack of information about anything other than the intellectual and politi-
cal elites of the periods we examine. Yet the result of our habit, born of 
necessity, of focusing on the elites is that, when venturing into the mod-
ern world, the temptation is accordingly to stick with the familiar field of 
action and avoid the vast unchartered territories of mass-market popular 
culture, although it is unclear why it is difficult to write a scholarly essay 
about, for instance, a computer game. At the crux of the problem lies the 
question of whether “mass culture medievalism merely deform[s] history 
or [has] a role to play in the transmission of medieval culture,” as Finke 
puts it.7 I would like to suggest that, as far as the figure of Merlin is con-
cerned, the answer is almost certainly the latter. Our general perception 
of the common image of Merlin is guided by something other than the 
knowledge of medieval texts, and by something more than the classics 
that feature him. This is where the mass-market culture, and cinema and 
television in particular, come in.

Another particularly compelling reason why a medievalist might wish 
to turn his or her attention to the examination of cinematographic rep-
resentations of characters such as Merlin is that modern films and TV 
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series are similar to many medieval sources, in having no single identifi-
able author or “creative controlling force.”8 Even in cases where a single 
mind is claimed to stand behind the creation of, for example, a film or 
series of films (and critics speak in particular of the “authorial intentions” 
of, for instance, George Lucas or Antoine Fuqua and David Franzoni), 
the amount of creative input and influence exerted by other individuals 
and organizations over the time of production often results in effects not 
unlike scribal intervention over the centuries of transmission of medieval 
texts. To explore Merlin’s incarnations in these modern media by means 
of analytical tools developed in an examination of medieval texts is there-
fore a more reasonable exercise than may at first glance appear.

A final argument for the need for a thorough study of Merlin’s devel-
opment from his earliest incarnations to the present day from a medieval-
ist’s viewpoint, a banquet at which the present chapter can be no more 
than an aperitif, is that among the many studies of the modern incar-
nations of Merlin that have been published, factual error is often sadly 
abundant when the narrative concerns the earliest strata of the tradi-
tion.9 For instance, the introduction to Watson and Fries’ Figure of 
Merlin names the Myrddin of the Welsh poetry as “poet and madman” 
but omits a crucial reference to his primary function in that poetry as 
prophet, and refers to the Norman Geoffrey of Monmouth (d. 1155), as 
a “Welsh cleric,” and also to Nennius, whose authorship of the Historia 
Brittonum had already been refuted most definitively by David Dumville 
some years previously.10 Gollnick writes that Geoffrey “introduced 
Merlin to the world of literature.” While in his essay in R. J. Stewart, 
ed., Book of Merlin, Geoffrey Ashe points out that the “ascription [to 
Nennius] is uncertain,” he nevertheless uses that name.11 Finally, in a 
recent monograph dedicated to the subject, Gaëlle Zussa lists the indu-
bitably Anglo–Saxon Bede, and the fictional Nennius alongside Gildas as 
“Welsh chroniclers.”12

These types of inaccuracy highlight the need for a new study that 
would take account, as accurately as possible, of the legend’s medieval 
origins. As has been pointed out in many recent works, much of the 
modern Merlin in his various incarnations, particularly in the English-
speaking world, is traceable, via Malory (and Caxton’s print edition), 
to the courtly literary traditions of medieval France and England.13 
However, in order to explain some of the more perplexing features of the 
figure’s development, it is necessary to delve deeper and further into the 
roots of this tradition.
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Since it is physically impossible, within the limitations of this chapter, 
to address all the modern incarnations of Merlin, I choose to focus on 
a small selection, to show what I see as a particular and very important 
trend in the representation of Merlin that has its origins in the medieval 
tradition. Others may wish to apply my analysis to other works, or test 
it against a wider selection, but the trend itself can be outlined on the 
basis of a small modern sample. This trend can be described as a duality 
of representation. Merlin, in all his incarnations, can be categorized as 
either a guiding figure (wise man), or a person occupying a marginal-
ized position in society, or indeed outside it (fool). I use the term “fool” 
to mean a person who would be defined as either madman, wild man, 
or fool, in opposition to conventional definitions of wisdom. His “mad-
ness” or “foolishness” is only a label designating an unconventional way 
of thinking that is deemed unacceptable to society and (usually) leads to 
his becoming an outcast. A particularly important feature, which is con-
stant in both the wise man and the madman personas of Merlin, is his 
prophetic ability. I propose to start by outlining the medieval founda-
tions of this dualistic tradition.14

The Merlin of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s work, which is widely and 
justifiably considered to represent a crucial stage in the development of 
the Arthurian legend, is a famously complex and contradictory construc-
tion.15 While Geoffrey’s Merlin (or, perhaps better, his two Merlins) is a 
particularly poignant example of the duality of the character’s image, he 
is not the origin of this duality.16 Geoffrey’s Merlin, featured in Historia 
regum Britanniae (henceforth HRB) and Vita Merlini (henceforth VM), 
appears, based on these two works, to have an improbably lengthy life-
time stretching from the mid fifth to the late sixth century.17 As Jarman 
has pointed out, this appears to be a result of a merger of two different 
traditions of Merlin: Merlinus Ambrosius and Merlinus Celidonius/Silves
ter.18 While Jarman states that it is the Merlin of the HRB, the Merlinus 
Ambrosius, “who became the famous wizard and seer of international 
romance,” I would like to argue that both figures exercise an influence 
on modern representations of Merlin.19 Indeed, it must be noted that 
the image of Merlin as a wild man, that is, based on Merlinus Silvester 
rather than Ambrosius, does appear in several later medieval texts, such as 
the Roman de Silence (s. xiii), Roman de Fergus, and Peire de Corbiac’s 
(also known as Corbian) Thezaur (c. 1250), which refers to a “Merlin the 
Wild.”20 Furthermore, the Welsh tradition of Merlinus Silvester (outlined 
below) is preserved in manuscripts from as late as the fifteenth century, 
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and therefore was being transmitted contemporaneously with the tradition 
of Merlinus Ambrosius.

Some medieval writers, the first of whom was perhaps Gerald of Wales 
(ca. 1146–1223), explicitly distinguish between the two Merlins.21 It is 
worth quoting Gerald in full, since he effectively summarizes the salient 
features of both Merlins. Gerald writes:

Erant enim Merlini duo; iste qui et Ambrosius dictus est, quia binomius 
fuerat, et sub rege Vortigerno prophetizavit, ab incubo genitus, et apud 
kaermerdyn inventus; unde et ab ipso ibidem invento denominata est 
kaermerdyn, id est, urbs Merlini; alter vero de Albania oriundus, qui et 
Celidonius dictus est, a Celidonia silva in qua prophetizevit, et Silvester, 
quia cum inter acies bellicas constitutes monstrum horribile nimis in aera 
suspiciendo prospiceret, dementire coepit, et ad silvam transfugiendo 
silvestrem usque ad obitum vitam perduxit. His autem Merlinus tem-
pore Arthuri fuit, et longe plenius et apertius quam alter prophetasse 
perhibetur.22

There were two Merlins. The one called Ambrosius, who thus had two 
names, prophesied when Vortigern was king. He was the son of an incu-
bus and he was discovered in Carmarthen, which means Merlin’s town, for 
it takes its name from the fact that he was found there. The second Merlin 
came from Scotland. He is called Celidonius, because he prophesied in the 
Caledonian Forest. He is also called Silvester, because once when he was 
fighting he looked up into the air and saw a terrible monster. He went 
mad as a result and fled to the forest, where he passed the remainder of 
his life as a wild man of the woods. This second Merlin lived in the time of 
Arthur. He is said to have made more prophecies than his namesake.23

Thus, the salient features of the legend, as Gerald knew it, were: a Merlin 
Ambrosius, the son of an incubus, who prophesied to Vortigern, and a 
Merlin Silvester, the mad prophet of the Caledonian Forest. Although 
Gerald does not refer to the nature of the prophecies made by Merlin 
Ambrosius, it is clear that he is referring to the episode recounted in 
HRB VI.108, where Merlin the boy explains to Vortigern about the 
dragons beneath his tower, followed by the prophecies proper in HRB 
VII, also known as the Prophetiae Merlini.24

The two different Merlins outlined here are traceable to an earlier tra-
dition, parts of which can be argued to date back possibly as far as the 
tenth century.25 The basic elements of the story of Merlin Ambrosius are 
present in, and were probably taken by Geoffrey from, the ninth-century 
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Historia Brittonum (Chap. 24).26 Meanwhile, the story of Merlin Silvester 
(as Myrddin) survives, in fragmented state, in seven medieval Welsh 
poems. Although Merlin is not named in most of these poems, they are 
traditionally (perhaps due to the popularity of Geoffrey’s Merlin) associ-
ated with him. In the following discussion, I refer to the Merlin of this 
Welsh tradition under his Welsh name, Myrddin, to avoid confusion. 
The poems are: “Ymdiddan Myrddin a Thaliesin” (“The Conversation 
of Myrddin and Taliesin”), “Y Bedwenni” (“The Birch-tree Stanzas”), 
“Yr Afallennau” (“The Apple-tree Stanzas”) “Yr Oianau” (“The 
Oh! Stanzas”), “Cyfoesi Myrddin a Gwenddydd ei Chwaer” (“The 
Conversation of Myrddin and Gwenddydd his Sister”), “Gwasgargerdd 
Myrddin yn ei Fedd” (“The Scatter-song of Myrddin in his Grave”), and 
“Peirian Faban” (“Lordling Youth”).27

These poems vary in date and survive in late manuscripts. The first 
four survive in the Black Book of Carmarthen, the earliest collection of 
Welsh poetry.28 “Cyfoesi Myrddin a Gwenddydd ei Chwaer” is found in 
the Red Book of Hergest, Oxford, Jesus College MS 111 (s. xiv/xv, after 
1382) and also in Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales, Peniarth 3 
(s. xiii2/xiv).29 “Peirian Faban” is found in a fifteenth-century National 
Library of Wales manuscript, Peniarth 50 (ca. 1445).30 All these poems 
consist of two primary elements: prophecy and legend. The first is often 
the dominant theme, as the poems recount Myrddin’s prophecies. In 
“Afallennau” and “Oianau” in particular there is a frequent repetition 
of the phrase “a mi disgoganaf” (“and I will prophesy”).31 The legend-
ary material often appears to be of secondary interest, and gives us only 
snippets of information regarding Myrddin’s (if, indeed, he is the hero) 
background and situation. In the “Afallennau”, he is characterized as a 
“hwimleian” (“wild-wanderer”).32 It is usually assumed that the Myrddin 
of these poems is mad, and this seems to be supported by textual evi-
dence, if current madness is, indeed, the implication of the phrase “tra 
fuvm puyll” (“while I was sane”) referring to his past.33 The cause of his 
madness is not specified, although he appears to be suffering from guilt 
regarding the death of his nephew (a son of his sister, Gwenddydd).34

Myrddin’s identity in these poems is a matter of some debate. The 
“Bedwenni”, “Afallennau” and “Oianau” are recounted from the first-
person point of view, and the speaker’s identity is uncertain, and while in 
the “Ymdiddan Myrddin a Thaliesin” Myrddin is not named, either, the 
names of the speakers are indicated in the manuscript at each stanza.35 
In “Gwasgargerdd Myrddin yn ei Fedd” he identifies himself: “merdin yv 
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vy henv vab moruryn” (“Myrddin is my name, son of Morfryn”).36 He 
is similarly referred to, in the third person, in “Peirian Faban” (ll. 28, 
48).37 Finally, in “Cyfoesi”, Gwenddydd calls him “Llallogan Fyrddin”. 
This reference is considered to be important, as it has been argued that 
the name Llallogan should be identified with that of Lailoken/Laloecen, 
the Scottish “wild man” figure.38

Whether this represents a merging of the legends of Lailoken and 
Myrddin, the most important result of this association or even simply similar-
ity for our purposes is the characterization of Merlin (in his Welsh incarnation 
as Myrddin) as an outcast of society.39 For instance, in the “Afallennau”, the 
repeated praise of the special virtue of the apple tree which keeps it concealed 
suggests that Myrddin is taking advantage of it to hide from his enemies:

Awallen peren a tif in llanerch.

y angert ae hargel rac riev Ryderch.

amsathir in y bon. maon yn y chilch.40

Sweet apple tree that grows in a clearing,41

its virtue hides it from Rhydderch’s lords,

a crowd around its base, a host around it.42

The “Oianau” is a poem addressed to a piglet who appears to be 
Myrddin’s only companion.43 Like the “Afallennau”, this poem presents 
Myrddin hiding from his enemies, and also presents him as a prophet: 
“A mi discoganaf a gwir uit” (“And I will prophesy and it will prove 
true”), he says.44 In the “Cyfoesi,” he also refers to joining the “wild men 
of the mountain,” which on the one hand confirms his own identity as 
a “wild man,” an outcast from normal human society, and on the other, 
suggests the existence of an “anti-society” composed of “wild men.”45

Since one of the poems, “Peirian Faban,” occurs in a fifteenth-cen-
tury manuscript, we can safely assume that the tradition of Myrddin, 
or Merlin Silvester, was still known in that period in Wales. We also 
know, from examples already cited above, and the surviving title of a 
lost Breton lai, Merlin le Sauvage, that it was also still current on the 
Continent, though the extent of its popularity can only be speculated 
upon.46 Meanwhile, Geoffrey had picked the same tradition up in his 
VM in the mid-twelfth century in a confusing, or perhaps, confused, 
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attempt to expand on the image of Merlin he provided in the HRB.47 
The VM takes over certain elements of the Welsh tradition, such 
as Merlin’s identity as a warrior/king running mad after a battle.48 
However, Geoffrey disposes with the notion of guilt, which is present in 
the Welsh poems.49 Instead, his Merlin runs mad because of sorrow.50

A peculiarity of Merlin’s madness, in both his Galfredian and his 
Welsh forms, is that he retains his identity throughout, in contrast with 
the wild men we find in many other medieval narratives, such as the 
knightly lovers Yvein and Tristan.51 The two knights forget their own 
identity, and have to be reminded of it. The other difference between 
their “madness” and that of Merlin is that the latter’s madness is never 
caused by rejection, although the theme of betrayal or loss of love is pre-
sent in most of his tradition.52 Merlin (like Myrddin) appears to be sub-
ject to a completely different type of madness than the knights. In fact, 
if anything, he is more akin to the one-eyed, one-legged man encoun-
tered by the hero at the beginning of the “Chwedl Iarlles y Ffynnawn” 
(“Story of the Lady of the Fountain”) (the Welsh version of “Yvein”), 
who exercises authority over animals in the forest and directs the hero.53 
The parallel is enhanced by Merlin’s appearance riding a stag at the head 
of several herds of wild animals when he visits his wife on the occasion 
of her (attempted) remarriage.54 Indeed, Merlin occasionally appears 
in the later tradition (“L’Estoire de Merlin”, for instance) as a master of 
animals.55

Having outlined the fool/madman version of Merlin, it is time 
to turn to what is commonly regarded as the dominant type of depic-
tion of this character—the “wise man” Merlin. I will not dwell too 
long on this figure, since, being perceived as the mainstream depic-
tion, it has been amply examined by others.56 This figure can be said 
to be first introduced in recognizable form in Geoffrey’s HRB. He first 
appears in this text as a “iuvenes” (young boy/young man) playing in 
front of the city gates of “Kaermerdin” (Carmarthen) when Vortigern 
sends his men to find a boy without a father to sacrifice in the build-
ing of his tower.57 This Merlin explains to Vortigern that his mages, who 
had suggested his (Merlin’s) sacrifice as a solution to the problem, were 
mistaken, and that the tower fails to stand because of a pool of water 
beneath its foundations, within which are two dragons.58 In Geoffrey’s 
narrative, this is followed by an extensive section containing the proph-
ecies of Merlin.59 This was often circulated separately throughout the 
Middle Ages, and was subject to much interpretation and commentary.60  
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It is also in this narrative that Merlin, for the first time, is connected to 
Arthur’s birth when he helps Uther to win Igrena.61 The form of Merlin 
presented in this text was subsequently picked up by Wace in his Brut 
(ca. 1155) and Robert de Boron in his Merlin, and later the French 
courtly tradition, Middle English romances, and also the chronicles and 
other “non-fictional” material in England.62 We know it through the 
form popularized by Malory, but it was already in that form in the Estoire 
de Merlin of the Old French Vulgate Cycle.63

The figure of Merlin as a magical child begotten by an incubus, devel-
oped by Geoffrey and his followers from the Historia Britonnum epi-
sode, which became a staple of the “wise man” version of his character 
outlined above, gives him a highly morally ambiguous nature, especially 
in the later medieval tradition. In this strange incarnation as wise child, 
he has been compared with Lao Tzu (老子), whose name means “old 
child.”64 The story of Merlin’s origin as a child begotten by an incubus, 
saved from serving evil by his mother’s repentance, is a story of super-
natural power that could serve either good or evil. This is often cited as 
the cause for his popularity and is, indeed, a common theme in many 
of his modern incarnations.65 It can be argued that this was echoed by 
the first appearance of the character of Anakin Skywalker in Star Wars 
Episode I: The Phantom Menace (1999). The moral ambiguity of Merlin 
is also referred to in Stargate: SG-1, and, indeed, seems to be fairly com-
mon (although not omnipresent) in modern portrayals of the character. 
He is, for instance, ambiguous and manipulative in Camelot (2011).66

As in his “fool”/“wild man” incarnation, the “wise man” Merlin is 
associated with prophecy throughout the tradition. However, he is also 
associated with politics, manipulation, and king-making, particularly in 
relation to Arthur.67 While this association is hinted at by Taliesin in  
VM, it is explicit in HRB and all the works that follow that tradition. 
In this respect, the “wise man” figure of Merlin can be said to be more 
canonical—we expect Merlin to be associated with Arthur, rather than to 
be a king in his own right, as he is in the VM.68

I have thus outlined the two original Merlins in their earliest rec-
ognizable forms, present in the works of Geoffrey, and recognized 
by Gerald. One of the particularly striking features of these figures 
is that they clearly fall into the dichotomy of wise man/fool (mad-
man). The wise man belongs at court—he replaces the king’s advi-
sors and thus occupies the crucial position of authority. Merlin as wise 
man in HRB displaces the mages of Vortigern to become his advisor.  
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The madman, conversely, occupies the margins of society, or, indeed, is 
completely expelled from society, and into the forest, sometimes join-
ing those who had already suffered a similar plight.69 His fate is often 
emphasized by the contrast between his former power and position at 
the heart of society (as king) and his current exiled and marginalized 
state.

While the wise man is the figure we are used to thinking of as influ-
encing the modern portrayals of Merlin, the mad prophet exiled to the 
margins of society, whom we encounter in the early Welsh poetry and, 
in a slightly toned-down form, in the VM, should not be dismissed so 
lightly as an alternative source of inspiration. The line between mad-
ness and wisdom has been a very fine one throughout Western literary 
history, and one need only evoke Ovid and the Bible for examples.70 
Supernatural wisdom, whether as magic or prophecy, is frequently mar-
ginalized within society, and, as can be seen in almost all the medie-
val works invoked here, often ends badly for the madman or prophet: 
Lailoken and Suibhne suffer a violent three-fold death, while the infant 
Merlin of HRB is nearly sacrificed to the mistakes of Vortigern’s advisors. 
The Merlin of VM is an exception, but his salvation from both madness 
and his prophetic gift has the air of a Christian intervention, and is con-
cluded with a long passage praising God. Indeed, Merlin’s exile in VM 
extends beyond his cure, as he remains a hermit, in the company of his 
sister Ganieda, the other cured madman, and Taliesin.

This theme of marginalization of the magician/prophet/madman, 
associated with the Merlin of VM, and the Myrddin poetry of the Welsh 
tradition, is instantly recognizable in many of Merlin’s modern incarna-
tions. In the BBC television series Merlin, for example, the background 
story is that magic is outlawed, with capital punishment meted out to all 
who practice it. Merlin, therefore, has to act in secret, and is constantly 
brought face to face with social outcasts (depicted either as wizards, 
magical creatures, or druids)  to whose ranks he, in fact, should rightly 
belong. This is the “joining other wild men” theme, referred to above.71

Although at first glance belonging rather to the tradition of Merlin as 
the wise advisor, the Merlin of the French Kaamelott is certainly closer 
to a madman figure, and his ability to perform magic is often doubt-
ful (and doubted). Although this could be argued to represent a sub-
version of the ostensibly more common image of Merlin as all-powerful 
wizard, it is, in fact, much more of a reincarnation of the fool Merlin. 
Indeed, one struggles to find particularly well-known examples of the 
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“all-powerful wizard” image of Merlin. T. H. White’s Merlyn (White’s 
spelling), who is perhaps closest to this image, is, however, widely con-
sidered to be a largely autobiographical construct and is hampered by his 
peculiar characteristic of living backwards; Mark Twain’s Merlin, charac-
terized by the Yankee hero as “that cheap old humbug, that maundering 
old ass,” is certainly not all-powerful, although he appears at the end to 
play a part in putting the hero to sleep, to wake in his own time.72 Mary 
Stewart’s Merlin is a mystical visionary with psychic powers and engi-
neering skills, and the Merlin of King Arthur (2004) becomes to quote 
J. M. Sullivan “a thoroughly non-magical guerrilla leader.”73 Meanwhile, 
the Merlin portrayed by Gerard Jugnot in the 2012 mini-series Merlin 
l’enchanteur lives in voluntary exile in the forest and loses his magical 
powers for most of the film, with comic effects. One of the few excep-
tions to this general theme of subversion of Merlin’s powers is, perhaps, 
the animated Quest for Camelot (1998), which shows, albeit briefly, a 
bearded and unambiguously magic-wielding Merlin.

A particularly apt example of Merlin as outcast is also the figure of 
Merlin in the 1990–2000s Canadian–American TV series Stargate. This 
particular Merlin, known also as Moros, features in five episodes of the 
series (four of Stargate: SG-1 and one of Stargate: Atlantis), and repre-
sents both a wise man who advises and helps the heroes by providing a 
weapon to defeat their enemies, and an exile who has been marginalized 
by his own society as one whose ideas are dangerous.74 He is also pre-
sented as one who had, at one point, occupied a leading position in his 
society, and had become an outcast since.75

The “anti-society” also emerges in some of the modern representa-
tions of Merlin; for example, in King Arthur, he is the leader of the wild 
original inhabitants of Britain (the society proper is represented here by 
Rome and Arthur), while in the BBC’s Merlin it is represented by dru-
ids. It can also be argued that in Stargate the “anti-society” to which 
Merlin/Moros belongs is the sum total of all ascended beings who had, 
at one time or another, broken the non-interference rule to aid those on 
the lower, physical plane of existence. Thus, other members of the “fool” 
or “exile” club would, in this case, include, apart from Merlin/Moros, 
who spends the longest time in exile, Oma Desala (“Maternal Instinct,” 
“Meridian,” “Reckoning, Part 1,” “Threads”), Orlin (“Ascension” and 
“The Fourth Horseman, Parts 1 and 2”), and Morgan le Fay/Ganos 
Lal (“The Pegasus Project” and The Ark of Truth (2008)). Indeed, one 
of Oma Desala’s lines in the SG-1 episode “Threads” is reminiscent not 
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only of the conventional madness of medieval legend, but also specifically 
of Myrddin of the Welsh tradition, through a reference to a pig.76

The representation of Merlin in Stargate is particularly useful for our 
analysis, due to the humorous and self-reflective nature of much of the 
series. A particularly vivid example of this in relation to Arthurian leg-
end comes in Season 9 Episode 19, “Crusade,” in the comic scene where 
Vala Mal Doran asks the protagonists whether they had ever heard of any 
cases where a child had been begotten without a father. After a confused 
pause, when Mitchell finally offers a “Well, there is one…,” Teal’c (an 
alien slightly better acquainted with Earth culture than Vala) suggests 
Darth Vader. Everyone understandably gives him a strange look. The 
punchline is delivered when Mitchell confesses that he had been thinking 
of king Arthur. While the parallel here is being drawn between Arthur 
and Vader as a prophesied leader, the reference should, in fact, cor-
rectly have been to Merlin, rather than Arthur. The replacement could 
well be explained through the fact that Merlin in the Stargate mythol-
ogy is given an entirely different role, as a re-descended Ancient, and his 
image is built rather, as we have seen, on the fool/exile aspect of the 
tradition. And, like the Merlin of the VM, the Stargate Merlin, when he 
finally appears in person in the Season 10 episode “The Quest, Part 2,” is 
forced to hand over his “powers” to another, to complete his task. While 
the various strands of the Arthurian tradition are fused in this series (for 
example, a holographic image of Merlin, wearing a sort of Phrygian cap, 
is first encountered under Glastonbury Tor; Daniel Jackson quotes medi-
eval Welsh during a briefing on the Arthurian knights; and the task that 
Merlin passes on to him is the construction of the Sangraal, a weapon), 
this Merlin is closer to the fool than the wise man image.77

This brings us to another major theme within the representation 
of Merlin, this time the wise man Merlin of the HRB: the notion of 
his moral ambivalence. He is, after all, the offspring of an imp. We 
find this theme stressed also in Chap. 4 of the Merlin continuation of 
the Vulgate Cycle, for instance.78 This theme also carries on into the 
modern tradition. For example, Goodrich argues that Merlin’s moral 
ambivalence is one of the reasons for his popularity, and also that 
Merlin himself is one of the prototypes of the image of the “mad sci-
entist,” an all too familiar part of modern culture.79 As a child without 
a father whose uniqueness and power put him above others, this aspect 
of the Merlin character is echoed by the Star Wars character or Anakin 
Skywalker/Darth Vader.
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The representation of Merlin as the wise man is widespread, particu-
larly in historical novels, as noted by R. H. Thompson.80 The constraints 
of the genre, in the case of historical novels, and a desire, perhaps, to 
move away from “magic and fantasy”, in many cases lead this figure of 
Merlin to be stripped down to the bare basics of advisor, engineer, and 
healer, with no outright magic.81 Merlin is distinctly unmagical in King 
Arthur (2004), for example.

The element that tends to fluctuate most in the modern tradition 
is Merlin’s age. While Mary Stewart, for example, represents the trend 
of charting Merlin’s life from a young age to his old age, other portray-
als tend to focus on either one end of the scale, or the other. It can be 
argued that the beardless boy image is indebted more to the legacy of the 
wonder-child of the Historia Brittonum and HRB, while the bearded old 
man derives rather from VM and the Myrddin tradition. It is possible to 
explain the contradictions between the youth/age of modern portrayals 
of Merlin and the medieval prototypes by suggesting that at one point the 
“fool” and “wise man” Merlins merged and switched characteristics. The 
wise advisor to the king became associated with the bearded sage, while 
the previously hairy mad man, a visionary living on the outskirts of soci-
ety, became associated rather with youth. However, it may be better to 
simply suggest that the issue of age was never a particularly important 
aspect of the tradition in the Middle Ages, and therefore never became a 
staple of any particular representation of Merlin, leaving the modern inter-
preters of the figure a chance to introduce variation without particularly 
disturbing the audience’s expectations. Merlin’s age appears to excite a 
certain fascination in the modern world, if one is to judge by the variety 
of Merlins brought to our screens, ranging from the teenage Merlin of the 
BBC’s eponymous series, the beardless (and hairless) Merlin of Channel 
4’s Camelot, to the bearded old man in King Arthur (2004) and The 
Sorcerer’s Apprentice (2010), and, in the world of animation, Disney’s The 
Sword in the Stone (1963) and Warner Bros’ Quest for Camelot (1998).82 
Inspired by Merlin are also the bald and beardless techno-mages of 
Babylon 5 and its spinoff series, Crusade (1999), and the bearded Gandalf 
and Dumbledore. Yet the early material, apart from perhaps the HRB, 
which introduces him first as a boy, does not tend to specify Merlin’s age. 
His white beard, associated with wizardry and wisdom, is something of 
a Sherlock Holmes pipe—a late addition now seen as canonical. As S. T. 
knight points out, “The white beard that medievalizing Romanticism 
gave Merlin has made him an educationally trans-generational grandfather 
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figure in the time of Freudian dissent with parents, as seen in his multi-
cultural avatar Obi-Wan kenobi, Dumbledore, and Gandalf.”83 Where I 
would disagree with knight, however, is in his assessment that Merlin’s 
depiction in modern culture “as old, bearded, and eccentric, is the way 
in which the power of the modern individual controls through irony the 
force of knowledge which it so patently lacks.”84 Rather, the eccentricity, 
and perhaps, even the beard rather than being a modern addition, appear 
to derive from the hairy wise man image of Myrddin/Lailoken/Suibhne.

To conclude, the present chapter proposes that most modern incar-
nations of the Merlin figure can be analyzed using the two original 
“Merlins” of the Middle Ages: the fool and the wise man. Some modern 
incarnations may exhibit features of both, but all exhibit features of at 
least one of the two. One of the advantages of this approach is its sim-
plicity, compared with, for example, the complexity of the analysis pro-
posed by Goodrich, who proposes that “five overlapping representations 
of the mage […] emerged in the late twentieth-century: as atavism, 
anachronism, avatar, adaptation, and commodity.”85 In this interpreta-
tion, the Merlin depicted in medieval or Renaissance costume, as wiz-
ard or as wild man, is atavism; a Merlin living through several different 
ages, trying to cope with modernity, is anachronism; an immortal being 
reincarnated is avatar; assuming an independent identity as a new char-
acter who can be “related to the Arthurian mage only by a  metaphorical 
pattern of association, like Spock of Star Trek and Obi-Wan kenobi 
and Yoda of Star Wars” is adaptation, and as a brand for new prod-
ucts is commodity.86 My suggestion does not require the dismissal of 
Goodrich’s categories. In fact, I would suggest that one can apply this 
analysis to all of his five categories. For example, while I would not nec-
essarily agree with Goodrich that Star Trek’s Spock is an adaptation of 
Merlin, the more ambiguous figure of Obi-Wan kenobi can be ana-
lyzed as the “wise man” Merlin (Episodes I–III), a guiding figure and 
advisor, and “fool” Merlin (Episode IV), an eccentric outcast living on 
the edge, or perhaps even outside, society. Note that the interpretation 
of Obi-Wan as an adaptation of Merlin in Goodrich’s sense does not 
preclude a similar interpretation of the character of Anakin Skywalker, 
already referred to, this time as the miracle child variety of the “wise 
man” tradition.

The present discussion has aimed to show that while much in the mod-
ern representations of Merlin is indebted to the “wise man” figure trace-
able to Malory, that tradition is not the only, or even the dominant, one 
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in exerting its influence on modern culture. While I do not wish to sug-
gest that the distinction proposed in the present study between “fool” and 
“wise man” images of Merlin can be used to define all representations of 
the character ever created, I do propose that it can provide a useful new 
tool for future analyses of this complex and mysterious literary figure.
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